
Child 

Behaviour / 

Goal 

 

Teacher / 

Parent  

Feeling  

(thinking?) 

Re-Action Result Alternative Response 

Attention 

seeking 

(eg tapping, 

prodding, one-

liners, clown-

like, ‘dobbing’,  

notice me) 

Annoyed 

 
Direct and 

correct 

Stops for awhile 

then repeated 

usually with 

intensity and 

escalates to power 

play. 

 

Catch them being good using ‘behaviour specific 

acknowledgement’ ie I like the way you’re waiting 

quietly.  

 Also use assertive language when directing and 

correcting eg “I feel very annoyed when you tap so I 

would like you to ……….” 

I feel ...... 

 

Power play 

(can’t make me, 

doing opposite, 

defiance) 

Angry 

 

Control and 

punish 

Stops for a while,  

usually plotting 

pay back and 

escalates to 

revenge. 

 

Provide an opportunity for the appropriate use of  

power and self control through providing choices. eg 

‘Can you put that pencil on you desk or let me mind it 

for  a minute ?.. your choice’. 

‘where would you like to sit, here or there’ 

(the choice is between 2 reasonable options) 

Revenge 

(swearing, 

insulting, 

destructive) 

Hurt Blame & 

Shame 

Eg with finger 

pointing and 

labelling as 

‘bad’, wicked, 

naughty, stupid. 

Either repeated 

behaviours living 

‘up’ to reputation, 

or becomes sullen 

depressed and 

ultimately 

withdrawn. 

 

Separate child from behaviour ie you are an OK / 

likable/ valued person BUT what you are doing is not 

acceptable. Focus on problem not person 

Eg Now Johnny you are a fine kid but we have to work 

together on some of the behaviours that are stopping 

you from…………( getting along / learning.) 

(This is also a time to restore relationships using the 5 

key questions, from RJ ie; discipline with ‘Dignity’)  

What can we do to make it better? 

Withdrawn 

(quiet, 

depressed, 

uninvolved, 

non-attendance) 

Helpless Coaxing, then 

giving up 

Remains 

unconnected can 

move to deeper 

depression  

 

 

????? 

Don’t give up, provide constant encouragement and 

opportunities to raise self-esteem (compassion) and 

belief (thinking) in abilities to ‘achieve and make 

‘good’ choices’. 

I believe with some help we can work on this together.  

 

(collated by Chris Bradley 2006) 


